
Stranger Things                     58.2%

Never Have I Ever                16.4%

The Umbrella Academy             9%

All American: Homecoming      9%

Shows on Repeat

Summer Trends

"I use claw clips
because they are
better for your hair
and can easily spice up
an outfit."
- Izabelle Barney (10)

"I chose to work
over the summer
because it can help
me create a bigger
profile."
- Sophia Scott (10)

"Fun glasses are a fun
opportunity to bond
with your friends and
make memories
while making them."
- Linzee Sadler (9)

"Claw clips make it
look like I put effort
into my hair even
when I don't."
- Rebekah
 Schneider (12)

"These kind of
glasses provide a nice
touch of style to
outfits! They also
remind me of Harry
Styles!"
- Averi Reid (10)

52% of GJHS
students had a job

this summer
Season 4 came out over the summer
and stole the spotlight. It's release was
in 2 parts creating added suspense for
viewers.

Never Have I Ever Season 3 came out
over the summer. The ending was an
explosive cliffhanger.

Season 3 came out over the summer. The
team breaks up in the end, and was left to
explore their new reality separately.

This new show premiered over the summer,
following Simone Hicks at college.

What's popular?
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TikTok

"When I'm with my
friends and the BeReal
goes off we all try to do
something funny to post."
- Nathaniel Moreno (10)

"My favorite part of Tik
Tok is connecting with
my friends."
Therin Long (11)

"There are lots of beaches
on my for you page (fyp)."

- Holly Eisenhower (10)

"I like to see the different
kinds of sports on my fyp."

- Torin Farley (9)

"I'm a funny
person. I love
the funny stuff
on Tik Tok. I
just love
laughing."
- Fiona
 Benson (9)

"My favorite
kinds of Tik
Toks to make
are dances,
because I can
do them with
Fiona." - Gracie
Little (9)

"I like being able to look at
my friend's posts."

- Savannah Scott (11)

"I use it because I think it's a
cool concept to see what
your friends and family are

doing."
- Jack Welling (9)

"I love how BeReal breaks
down the false image that

people build on social media."
- Dermot Lynch (10)

"Trends happen so fast,
its hard to keep up."

- Alek Gross (11)

BeReal
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